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Abstract—Multimedia data needs huge storage space, and application of multimedia data needs powerful capability of computing.
Cloud computing can help owner of multimedia data to deal with it. But, multimedia data on cloud may reveal privacy of data owner,
such as sex, hobbies, address, looks, and so on. Data owner can encrypt multimedia data for confidentiality before uploading it to
cloud. However, encrypted multimedia data makes its utilization difficult. In this paper, we firstly discover pre-existing schemes have
problems of huge storage space, security and low efficiency due to their inefficient and insecure algorithms. Then, we propose an
effective and practical privacy-preserving scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) scheme for encrypted image. It uses leveled
homomorphic encryption based on our new encoding schemes, our new homomorphic comparison, division and derivative encryption.
Our new secure SIFT scheme can realize higher computing efficiency, greatly reduce communication cost and interactive times
between user and server, and perform correct feature point detection, accurate feature point description and image matching. We
evaluate security and efficiency of our new secure SIFT scheme, and compare our new secure SIFT scheme with other schemes in
detail. The result shows that it is the closet to the original SIFT algorithm.
Index Terms—Scale-invariant feature transform, Feature extraction, Privacy-preserving, Leveled homomorphic encryption, Security
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I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the development of cloud computing, server provides huge storage space and powerful computing
capacity. For users and enterprises, server not only stores a
variety of text files, but also stores a variety of multimedia
files (images, voices and videos). Cloud service provides us
with convenience, but server is not always credible. When
malicious users access to server, data on server may expose
privacy of users and enterprises [1], [11], such as sex of user,
hobbies, home address and workplace, looks, salary, and so
on. Privacy and security of cloud computing have become
research hotspots. To preserve privacy and insure security
for cloud computing, one of the best opinions is to encrypt
data. Then, the encrypted data is uploaded to server by
users. All operations of server are performed on encrypted
data. Server can perform computing on encrypted data
without decryption [2], [3]. Many schemes support privacypreserving keyword search [4], [5], [6] on text data. Server
does not know contents of queries and the returned results
on queries. Privacy of users and queries is preserved.
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In addition to text data, there is a large amount of
multimedia data stored on server. Multimedia data includes
images, voices and videos, which may include much sensitive information about users. In social networking services
(SNS), registered users may upload their images to server to
share with their friends. Images may contain family members and residential environments. When users chat with
their friends (or family members) by chatting software, voices and videos may be stored on server of service provider.
According to images, malicious attackers can perform location analysis by tools (such as Google Maps). Any user may
download your voices to analyze your voice features, and
pretend to be you by super voice changer. Malicious users
also can perform feature recognition through images and
videos. Therefore, in order to preserve privacy, users can
encrypt multimedia data before uploading it to server. But,
encrypted multimedia data not only preserves privacy, but
also makes its utilization difficult.
1.1

Related Work

Recently, people have extended privacy-preserving schemes
from access and query on encrypted text [4], [5], [6] to secure
multimedia data search [7], [8], [9], [10].
Hsu et al. [13], [14] firstly addressed problem of secure
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm [12] in the
encrypted domain. Amir et al. [15] pointed out the schemes
of [13], [14] were computationally difficult to implement,
and were insecure on preserving privacy of image. Qin et
al. [19] constructed a privacy-preserving feature detection
scheme with encrypted data comparison based on orderpreserving encryption [22]. But, their scheme had high communication costs by multiple rounds of interaction between
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multiple servers. The scheme of [25] pointed out that the
scheme of [19] could not preserve privacy of content on
image. The scheme of [20] had high communication costs
on Garbled circuit protocol [22]. Paillier [42] homomorphic
encryption used in the scheme of [20] did not meet requirements of encrypted image processing. Wang et al. [23],
[24] provided the scheme of privacy-preserving feature extraction of image with somewhat homomorphic encryption
(SHE). Their scheme performed batch homomorphic evaluation on encrypted data with packaging technology named
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD). The scheme of [25]
designed two novel secure interactive protocols (BSMP and
BSCP) to compare multiple pairs of integers for privacypreserving outsourcing feature extraction. Somewhat homomorphic encryption of [23], [24], [25] was inefficient,
and interactive protocols of BSMP and BSCP had high
communication costs between servers. At the same time,
above schemes can not efficiently eliminate unstable key
points and edge effect.
According to above analysis, the previous schemes mainly have the following shortcomings: (1) The encryption
scheme (the schemes of [23], [24], [25]) for image is inefficient. (2) Privacy-preserving SIFT algorithm is insecure
(the schemes of Hsu et al. [13], [14] and Qin et al. [19]).
(3) Privacy-preserving feature detection schemes have high
communication costs between user and server or servers
(the schemes of Hsu et al. [13], [14] and the schemes of
[19], [25]). (4) The above schemes can not effectively eliminate unstable key points and edge effect (the schemes
of Hsu et al. [13], [14] and the scheme of [25]). Based on
above shortcomings, we propose a new scheme of privacypreserving feature extraction based on SIFT algorithm with
leveled homomorphic encryption (LHE). Our new scheme
has higher efficiency and lower storage costs than the
schemes of [23], [24], [25], and has lower communication
costs than the schemes of [13], [14], [19], [23], [24], [25].
By eliminating unstable key points and edge effect, our
new scheme maintains consistency with the original SIFT
algorithm [12]. At the same time, our new scheme realizes
confidentiality of pixel and content of image.
1.2

Our Contribution

To realize above goals, we encrypt image by LHE based
on NTRU [29], [33], SIMD and our new encoding schemes.
We denote SIMD LHE based on our new encoding schemes
e . Our new encoding methods convert a
and NTRU as E
non-integer into an integer, and support server to perform SIMD LHE on circuit with non-trivial finite fields of
e gains an advantage on homomorcharacteristic two. E
phic evaluation speed over pre-existing fully homomorphic
e has shorter time of key generation,
encryption (FHE). E
encryption and decryption, and has smaller ciphertext size
than SHE from RLWE [25]. User encrypts image, and uploads encrypted image to server. Then, server performs
secure privacy-preserving SIFT algorithm. We provide a
new non-interactive leveled homomorphic comparison algorithm (LHCA) to realize encrypted data comparison. With
the help of LHCA, we give a new scheme to detect nonedge stable key points through algorithm of difference-ofGaussian (DoG) in the encrypted domain. DoG has a relative
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strong response to edge effect on image. Once key points fall
on the edge of image, these points become unstable.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) System model of our privacy-preserving SIFT algorithm. (b)
Image split and scramble of our scheme.

We put forward our new schemes of leveled homomorphic division (LHD) and derivative algorithm (LHDA) on
encrypted data. Combined our new LHD and LHDA with
LHCA, we can eliminate unstable key points on the edge of
image. Finally, we present a complete secure SIFT algorithm
on encrypted image. Feature extraction and description of
our new secure scheme preserve privacy of image in the
encrypted domain. Our contribution mainly includes the
following aspects:
1. We put forward encoding method for the fixed point
real number and a new encoding method for LHE on the
finite fields of characteristic two. Such encoding methods
can convert a non-integer into an integer, and realize SIMD
leveled homomorphic operation on multi-bit ciphertext with
high computing efficiency.
2. We propose a new and effective LHCA for encrypted data.
Server can realize homomorphic comparison on encrypted
data. This insures LHCA is performed independently by
server without user involved.
3. New LHD on encrypted data is presented. Our scheme
can directly perform homomorphic division on encrypted
data.
4. We for the first time present LHDA on encrypted data. It
is the necessary operation for eliminating edge effect. In this
way, server can eliminate unstable key points on the edge of
image.
5. On the basis of our new LHCA, LHD and LHDA on encrypted data, we propose an effective and practical privacypreserving SIFT algorithm in the encrypted domain.
6. We evaluate efficiency of our scheme, including feature
points detection, accurate feature points description, image
matching, and prove security of our scheme. At the same
time, we compare our scheme with other schemes based on
homomorphic encryption in detail.
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2.1

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
System Model

In our work, we mainly consider the following scenarios of
outsourcing computing. We assume image owner (IO) has
a large number of sensitive images (e.g. medicine images)
that need to be outsourced to server (S ) for storage and
performing privacy-preserving SIFT algorithm. In order to
preserve privacy, IO splits and scrambles image, then encrypts joint image and uploads encrypted joint image to S . S
performs SIFT algorithm for detecting and describing image
feature in the encrypted domain. After performing privacypreserving SIFT algorithm in the encrypted domain, S will
return encrypted descriptors of feature points to IO. Then,
IO reverts to real encrypted descriptors of feature points
on encrypted image. Fig. 1(a) shows system model of our
privacy-preserving SIFT algorithm.
2.2

Security Model

The scheme of [19] has pointed out that outsourcing image
feature extraction with only one server would result in
leakage of image content. But, our scheme can be performed
with only one server S , because we split and scramble
image before uploading image to S . Another justification is
that our new LHCA algorithm can independently perform
comparison on encrypted data.
We consider privacy of image content including pixel
values, key point locations and extracted features from
image [19].
In our security model, we assume server S is ”honestbut-curious”. Namely, S correctly executes homomorphic
evaluation, LHD, LHDA, LHCA and secure SIFT algorithm.
But, S tries to learn additional information from encrypted
data and all of operations performed by it. In our new
scheme, IO uploads encrypted joint image (being split
and scrambled) to S . S performs all operations on data in
the encrypted domain. Therefore, S only obtains the local
relationship of encrypted data for split and scrambled block
of image. Consequently, privacy of image content can be
preserved from S .
Homomorphic encryption is malleable. We assume the
uploaded data will not be changed by a man-in-the-middle
attack, and S will not modify uploaded data.

3

P RELIMINARIES

In this section, we firstly give an overview to SIFT algorithm
in this paper. Then, the basic LHE based on NTRU [33] is
presented.

3

rotation. The robust matching can be achieved through a
substantial range of affine distortion and changes in illumination, additional noise and 3D viewpoint. The main aspects
of SIFT algorithm in Appendix A.
3.2

4

Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) Algorithm

SIFT algorithm has been widely used in the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition. Lowe [39] showed
that primate could achieve robust object recognition by
feature detection under 2 seconds. In [40], a method of
combining multiple images of a 3D object into a single
model is presented. Such scheme had non-rigid changes,
and improved robustness of object recognition. The method
of extracting distinctive invariant feature from image was
presented in [12]. Features are invariant to image scale and

SIFT A LGORITHM IN THE E NCRYPTED D OMAIN

In this section, we firstly review state-of-art about SIFT algorithm in the encrypted domain. Then, we analyze the key
questions and operations of SIFT algorithm in the encrypted
domain.
4.1

3.1

LFHE Based on NTRU (LHEBN)

Rivest et al. [1] published first multiplicatively homomorphic public-key cryptosystem called RSA. Paillier cryptosystem [42] only supports additively homomorphic encryption. Liu et al. [27] proposed a framework for efficient
and privacy-preserving outsourced calculation of rational
numbers. These homomorphic encryption systems only
support additively or multiplicatively homomorphic evaluation. Gentry [3] provides a breakthrough for FHE based
on ideal lattice. Security of FHE from LWE or RLWE relies
on learning with errors problem (LWE) [43], [44] or ring
learning with errors problem (RLWE) [44], [45]. A series of
work proved that FHE from RLWE had higher efficiency for
application than FHE from LWE. FHE from RLWE supports
additively and multiplicatively homomorphic evaluation.
But, above schemes are not suitable for division of encrypted data.
NTRU [29] is a ring-based public key cryptosystem. It
has the following advantages: easily created short keys,
high encryption (decryption) speed and low memory requirement. A modified NTRU [34], which can be used
to construct the scheme of multi-key FHE [31], has the
same hardness as the RLWE problem. Based on NTRU,
a scalable implementation of FHE [32] is built. Based on
the modified version of NTRU and multi-key FHE, a FHE
scheme [33] was achieved. For the scheme of [33], ciphertext
is one polynomial ring element. A comparison between
homomorphic encryption scheme FV [38] and YASHE [33] is
presented in [37]. In [30], authors proved which ring based
somewhat homomorphic encryption schemes (BGV [46] and
YASH [33]) is best. LHE based on NTRU has the following
characteristics: easily created short keys, small ciphertext,
high encryption (decryption) speed, efficient homomorphic
evaluation and low memory requirement. We choose LHE
based on NTRU as the basic encryption scheme. The detailed LHE based on NTRU in Appendix B.

State-of-Art about Secure SIFT Algorithm

Feature extraction and description based on secure SIFT
algorithm is firstly addressed in [13], [14]. But, comparison
protocol of encrypted data in [13], [14] is not efficient
and secure. To compare E(M1 , τ1 ) and E(M2 , τ2 ), server is required to compute the distance Ak1 by equation
(Ak1 , ζk1 ) = argumin(E(M1 , τ1 )g Inc − E(Ti , τ1 )). Assuming that 10 thresholds are chosen at random and recommended primes p, [ have 1000 bits, then there are about
22000 elements in the plaintext space ZN . The distance to
2000
the next threshold is average 22·10 (> 21995 ). Taking IBM
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Sequoia as an example, one step in the computation of equation ((Ak1 , ζk1 ) = argumin(E(M1 , τ1 )g Inc −E(Ti , τ1 )))
21995
1941
could be performed for more than 16.32·10
) sec15 (> 2
onds. This is far beyond existing computing power of human. At the same time, using a large number of thresholds
would increase communication costs between client and
server and computing overheads in the setup phase. Therefore, if the encrypted values are large, comparison protocol
is infeasible. If the scheme takes the encrypted values from
a smaller domain, complexity of comparison protocol is
reduced. But, the scheme is not secure. In [13], [14], pixel
value is from 0 to 255. Such value is much smaller than the
plaintext space of Paillier [42]. The schemes of [13], [14] take
thresholds from the same subspace. The same encrypted
thresholds for comparison protocol make a curious server
to break security of comparison protocol.
The scheme of Qin et al. [19] can not protect locations of
key points from revealing to server. In [25], basic encryption
scheme has larger ciphertext size. After two times homomorphic multiplicatively operations on encrypted data, onebit plaintext becomes 50KB ciphertext. Encryption, homomorphic evaluation and decryption on encrypted image
require more times. The secure interactive protocols (BSMP
and BSCP) are performed with several rounds of interaction between servers. Therefore, BSMP and BSCP increase
computing overheads and communication costs.
Another allimportant limitation of above schemes is that
robust and distinctiveness of original SIFT algorithm [12] are
destroyed by their algorithms. For original SIFT algorithm
[12], low-contrast key points and unstable edge response
points require to be eliminated. Elimination of these key
points can enhance stability of matching and improve antinoise ability. Above three schemes can not effectively eliminate unstable key points and edge effect on encrypted
image.
4.2 Key Operations for Privacy-Preserving Outsourcing SIFT Algorithm
In this section, we introduce key operations for our privacypreserving outsourcing SIFT algorithm. We achieve more
efficient secure SIFT algorithm in the encrypted domain.
4.2.1

Encryption for Image

IO splits image and scrambles sub-images. Then, IO uploads encrypted joint image I (being split and scrambled
I1 , I2 , · · · , IW ) to S . In order to improve efficiency of algorithm and support more kinds of function operations,
e . E(·)
e represents encryption of
we take full advantage of E
e has
a plaintext message. It has smaller ciphertext size. E
shorter time for homomorphic evaluation.
4.2.2

Extremum Detection in Scale Space
e
Scale space of image on server is E(L(x,
y, σ)). DoG on
e
server is E(D(x,
y, σ)). Server performs extremum detection with LHCA on encrypted data in DoG space.
4.2.3

Location of the Key Point

The above obtained extreme points are not true extreme
points. Usually, interpolation is used to get close to the true

4

extreme points by our new LHDA and LHD on encrypted
data. Then, server eliminates points with low response to
DoG and points on the edge of image.
4.2.4 Determination of the Feature Point Direction
Making use of LHD, server can obtain argument and amplitude. After computing gradient with LHD, server uses histogram to obtain statistic on gradient direction and
amplitude of pixels in the neighbourhood of feature point.
With histogram of gradient direction, the maximum value
of histogram is found by LHCA. Then, server determines
direction of feature point.
4.2.5 Feature Point Description
Description of Gaussian image gradient in the neighbourhood of feature points is feature point descriptor of SIFT
algorithm. Server rotates image to the main direction, and
generates a feature vector by homomorphic evaluation. Finally, server performs normalization of feature vector.
4.2.6 Efficiency and Security
e to improve efficiency for encrypIO takes advantage of E
tion and decryption. Server makes use of homomorphic
evaluation, LHCA, LHD and LHDA on encrypted image.
In such way, server can independently perform privacye
preserving SIFT algorithm excepting image encryption. E
has smaller ciphertext size, higher computing efficiency and
lower communication costs. At the same time, our new
privacy-preserving SIFT algorithm enhances stability of image matching, and improves anti-noise ability. Our scheme
protects privacy of the original image from adversary in the
mean time.

5

R ELATED E NCRYPTION A LGORITHM

e based on our new encoding
In this section, we provide E
methods, SIMD and NTRU. SIMD technology can speed up
operation of SIFT algorithm on encrypted image. Then, we
provide LHCA, which helps server to detect key point and
perform key point location. Finally, we introduce our new
LHD and LHDA, which helps server to eliminate unstable
key points on the edge of image.
5.1 Encoding the fixed point real number
e supports computing for integers and integral coefficient
E
polynomials. In order to performing LHD and LHDA, we
truncate raw data to a fixed point real number. This truncation is to meet the requirements of computational accuracy.
Then, we encode it as integer.
Fixed point real number includes signed integer, unsigned integer and rational number. Rational number multiplies a certain value. It is expanded by a certain multiple.
Therefore, it becomes signed integer (or unsigned integer)
by scaled numeric formats. For LHD and LHDA, two integers of scaled numeric formats use same scaling factor.
Scaled numeric formats has binary accuracy and insures
accuracy of computing. Unsigned integer is converted into
binary number. Its complement is itself. We convert signed
integer into two’s complement form, which eliminates substraction and guarantees correctness on computing. At the
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same time, the sign bit takes part in operation as an effective
part. Thereby, we simplify the operation rules, and improve
computational accuracy.
5.2

SIMD LHE Based on Our New Encoding and NTRU

In [47], [48], authors proved that some previous FHE
schemes can partition the plaintext space into a vector
of plaintext slot by Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT).
Leveled homomorphic encryption based on NTRU works
over a polynomial ring R = Z[Y ]/(Φd (Y )), where Φd (Y )
is cyclotomic polynomial. Ciphertext is a polynomial, which
can be viewed as a coefficient vector. Rq = R/q R denotes
ciphertext space, Rt = R/t R (1 < t < q ) denotes the
message space, and module q is an integer. The plaintext
and ciphertext are all polynomials with integer coefficient
module t.
In order to support homomorphic circuit evaluation,
we encode data in the finite field GF (2 ), which has 2
elements. The filed GF (2 ) is comprised of the polynomials with degree  − 1. Coefficients of these polynomials
are over the field Z2 . These polynomials are denoted as
ah̄−1 yh̄−1 + · · · + a1 y 1 + a0 y 0 , where ai ∈ {0, 1}. A single integer can be represented as an entire polynomial in GF (2 ),
and individual bit of integer is the coefficient of polynomial.
Polynomial addition in GF (2 ) is just the corresponding
coefficients addition modulo 2. The multiplication of polynomial may be not closed. If h̄ > 1, degree of the product
on polynomials may exceed h̄ − 1. Resorting to modular, we
can insure multiplication is closed.
Φd (Y )(∈ Z[Y ]) is cyclotomic polynomial, and d is a
positive integer. We define R = Z[Y ]/(Φd (Y )), where
d = 2k and n = 2k − 1. R is a polynomial ring. The
plaintext space is defined as R2p = R/2p R (1 < 2p < q ).
The ciphertext space is defined as Rq = R/q R, where
modulo q is an integer. Φd (Y ) has primitive n-th root of
unity mod 2p . Φd (Y )(∈ F2p [Y ]) can be decomposed into
as Φd (Y ) = Π=
i Fi (y), where Fi (y) is irreducible and has
ψ(d)
the same degree ζ . For some d, we can get = = ζ ,
which is the number of slot. Then, we have isomorphism: R2p = Z2p [Y ]/(Φd (Y )) ∼
= R2p [Y ]/(F1 (y)) ⊗ · · · ⊗
R2p [Y ]/(F= (y)) ∼
= F2p d ⊗ · · · ⊗ F2p d . Consequently, we can
batch = independent plaintexts (M0 , · · · , M=−1 ) into the
unique element in R2p = Z2p [Y ]/(Φd (Y )). Thus, we have
= independent plaintext slots in a single ciphertext. SIMD
technology performs the same function on = inputs by just
one time. Namely, it packs the palintext (Bit-slice) into slots
and just performs the function once. c1 is the ciphertext of
plaintexts (M0 , · · · , M=−1 ), and c2 is the ciphertext of plain0
e 0 , · · · , M=−1 ) and
text (M00 , · · · , M=−1
), where c1 = E(M
0
0
e
c2 = E(M
0 , · · · , M=−1 ). We can perform SIMD homomore 0 +M 0 , · · · , M=−1 +M 0 ),
phic evaluation: c1 +c2 = E(M
0
=−1
0
0
e
c1 · c2 = E(M0 · M0 , · · · , M=−1 · M=−1
).
5.3

LHCA on Encrypted Data

One key step for SIFT algorithm is extremum detection,
which refers to comparison computation on data. Privacypreserving SIFT algorithm performs all operations in the
encrypted domain. In order to perform extremum detection

5

in the encrypted domain, the first problem we need to solve
is comparison computation on encrypted data.
e , let M1 and M2 be two plaintexts.
According to E
e
E(Mi ) denotes encryption of Mi , where i = 1, 2. We can
e 1 ) = [bq/tc[M1 ]t + e1 + hs1 ]q (∈ R) and
get c1 = E(M
e
c2 = E(M2 ) = [bq/tc[M2 ]t + e2 + hs2 ]q (∈ R), where t is
2p . Model of comparison on encrypted data is described as
e i ) to server,
following: IO uploads the encrypted data E(M
server obtains M1 > M2 or M1 < M2 .
Comparison Algorithm on Encrypted Data:
Input: IO encrypts two messages M1 and M2 , and uploads
ciphertext to server.
Output: Server S outputs M2 > M1 or M2 < M1 .
(1) IO encrypts two messages M1 and M2 in the following
e 1 ) = [bq/tc[M1 ]t + e1 + hs1 ]q (∈ Rq ), c2
method. c1 = E(M
e 2 ) = [bq/tc[M2 ]t +e2 +hs2 ]q (∈ Rq ) and c3 = E(M
e 1)
= E(M
e 2) =
= [bq/tc[M1 ]t + e2 + hs2 ]q (∈ Rq ) or e
c3 = E(M
[bq/tc[M2 ]t + e1 + hs1 ]q (∈ Rq ), where t is 2p . After encryption of data, IO uploads ciphertexts to server.
(2) Server computes c2 − c3 or e
c3 − c1 . If c2 − c3 > 0 or
e
c3 − c1 > 0, server can obtain M2 > M1 ; if c2 − c3 < 0 or
e
c3 − c1 < 0, server can obtain M2 < M1 .
(3) Server outputs M2 > M1 or M2 < M1 .
5.4

LHD on Encrypted Data

For plaintext message m (m ∈ R2p ), we can denote it as
e
polynomial (m(x)) by above encoding schemes. E(m(x))
denotes encryption of m(x). We make use of Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm to obtain LHD for our scheme.

e F Tω,< (Eh (m(x)))):
Encrypted FFT Algorithm (EF
eh (m0 (x), E
eh (m1 (x), ..., E
eh (m<−1 (x) >, where
Input: < E
i
k
m(x) = Σ<−1
m
x
.
Let
<
=
2
∈
N
(k
≥ 1) be the power of
i
i=0
a primitive < − th root of unity ω ∈ R. Let h be the public
e.
key for E
eh (m(1)), E
eh (m(ω)), ..., E
eh (m(ω <−1 )) >.
Output: < E
1. If < = 2, return
eh (m0 (x)) + E
eh (m1 (x)) · ω.
E
2. For 0 ≤ j ≤ </2, compute

eh (r0,j ) = E
eh (mj (x)) + E
eh (mj+< /2(x)).
E
3. For 0 ≤ j ≤ </2, compute

eh (r1,j ) = E
eh (mj (x)) − E
eh (mj+< /2(x)).
E
4. For 0 ≤ j ≤ </2, compute
∗
eh (r1,j
eh (r1,j ) · ω j .
E
)=E

5. Let

r0 =< r0,0 , r0,1 , ..., r0,</2−1 >,
∗
∗
∗
r1∗ =< r1,0
, r1,1
, ..., r1,</2−1
>.
6. Compute two encrypted vectors

V0 =< v0,0 , v0,1 , ..., v0,</2−1 >,
∗
∗
∗
V1∗ =< v1,0
, v1,1
, ..., v1,</2−1
>,
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e − F F Tω2 ,</2 (E
eh (v0 )), V1 ←
V0 ← E

e F Tω2 ,Re/2 (E
eh (v1∗ )).
EF

6

7. Compute

eh (n(x)), g(x)).
eh (r(x)) = E
eh (m(x)) − EP
e olyM ultωe ,n0 (E
E

7. Return

< v0,0 , v1,0 , v0,1 , v1,1 , ..., v0,(<−1) , v1,(<−1) > .
Encrypted Interpolation on Powers of <-th Root of Unity
e
(E.Interpru
):
Input: Let < = 2k ∈ N (k ≥ 1) be the power of a
primitive < − th root of unity ω ∈ R. Let h be the
e. E
eh (v) denotes encryption of v , where
public key for E
e
e
eh (v<−1 ) > and ω ∈ R< .
Eh (v) =< Eh (v0 ), · · · , E
eh (m(x)), where m(ω i )
Output: The encrypted polynomial E
= vi (0 ≤ i ≤ <).
1.Compute ω −1 , ω −2 , · · · , ω −(<−1) .
e F Tω−1 ,< (E
eh (v)).
2.Compute and return 1/< · EF
Encrypted Polynomial Multiplication Algorithm
e olyM ultω,< )(E
eh (m(x)), g(x)):
(EP
e
eh (m0 )(x), E
eh
Input: Encrypted polynomial E(m(x))
=< E
d2
i
e
(m1 )(x), · · · , Eh (md1 )(x) >. g(x) = Σi=0 gi x is plaintext
polynomial. ω is a primitive < − th root of unity, where
e.
< = 2k and d1 + d2 < <. Let h be the public key for E
Output: Encryption of the product polynomial z(x) = m(x)
g(x).
1. Compute

eh (m(1)), · · · , E
eh (m(ω <−1 )) >← EF
e F Tω,< (m(x)).
<E
2. Compute < (g(1), ..., (g(ω <−1 )) >← F F Tω,< (g(x)).
eh (z(i)) = z(i) · E
eh (m(i))).
3. For 0 ≤ i ≤ <, compute E
4. Let vz(x) ←< z(1), · · · , z(< − 1) > .
e
e
5. Compute and return EInterporu
ω,< (Eh (vz(x) )).
Encrypted Polynomial Division Algorithm
e olyDivωe ,n0 )(E
eh (m(x)), n(x)):
(EP
e
eh (m0 )(x), E
eh
Input: Encrypted polynomial E(m(x))
=< E
e
m
i
eh (md )(x) >. g(x) = Σ gi x is the plaint(m1 )(x), · · · , E
1
i=0
ext polynomial. ω
e is a primitive n0 − th root of unity, where
e.
n0 = 2k and n0 > 2< − m
e + 1. h be the public key for E
Output: Encryption of the remainder polynomial r(x),
where m(x) = g(x)n(x) + r(x).
1. Compute ω
e2, · · · , ω
e <−1 .
0
eh (m0 (x)) by
2. Let m (x) = rev< (m(x)). We obtain E
e
reversing the order of coefficient on Eh (m(x)).
3. Compute the polynomial
e
−1
g 0 (x) = rev<−m
mod x<−m+1
.
e (n(x))

4. Compute

eh (g1 (x)) = EP
e olyM ultωe ,n0 (n0 (x)), E
eh (m0 (x)).
E
5. Compute
e
eh (g2 (x)) = E
eh (g1 (x)) mod x<−m+1
E
.

This operation can be performed by additively homomorphic evaluation.
6. Compute

eh (g(x)) = rev<−m
e
E
e (Eh (g2 (x))).

eh (r(x)).
8. Output E
e,
Two integers x
e and ye (e
x, ye > 0) are ε-bit integers. For E
e x) denotes encryption of x
e y ) denotes encryption
E(e
e, and E(e
of ye. By the above-mentioned new encoding methods, we
compute ye0 = ye · 10j+1 . Therefore, u0 = 10j+1 (1 − ( 2yej )).
e j+1 · 2−(j+1) (1 + u + u2 + ... + uε )) = E(5
e j (1 + u +
E(10
2
ε
u + ... + u )). According to the properties of additively
and multiplicatively homomorphic encryption, we achieve
e j+1 (1 + u + u2 + ... + uε )) = E(5
e j+1 )(Σε E(u
e i )). Based
E(5
i=0
ε
j+1
ε
e ). E(5
e
e i )) is to
on CRT, we can compute E(u
)(Σi=0 E(u
1
e j+1 · ). At last, E(
e 1 ) can be
be getted. We obtain E(10
e
e
y
y
e olyDiv . We can compute E(e
e x · 1 ), which
computed by EP
e
y

is the encryption of (e
x · y1e ).
5.5

LHDA on Encrypted Data

After finding a peak value candidate, a detailed fit to the
nearby data would be performed for location, eliminating
edge response and peak value management. Taylor expansion of the scale-space function (D(x, y, σ)) is used for these
operations. Taylor expansion refers to derivative operation
on encrypted data. Because homomorphic encryption do not
support derivative operation on encrypted data, we provide
an approximate computation based on LHD.
∂
For the original SIFT algorithm [12], when derivative ∂x
D(x+h,y,σ)−f (x,y,σ)
D(x, y, σ) exists, it can be replaced by
.
h
D(x+h,y,σ)−D(x,y,σ)
∂
Namely, ∂x D(x, y, σ) ≈
. In the enh
e
e
E(D(x+h,y,σ))−
E(D(x,y,σ))

crypted domain, we use
instead
e
E(h)
∂
e
of E(
∂x D(x, y, σ)). Namely, with the help of LHD scheme,
e
e
∂
e
E(
D(x, y, σ)) ≈ E(D(x+h,y,σ))−E(D(x,y,σ)) , where h is
∂x

e
E(h)

very small number. Based on our encoding scheme, h is
converted into an integer, and x, y and σ are all expanded by
the same multiple. Using the same method, we can perform
other approximate derivative computation. Our experiment
results of feature point detection show that approximate
derivative computation is reasonable.

6

P RIVACY - PRESERVING SIFT A LGORITHM

In this section, we present the detailed privacy-preserving
e , LHCA, LHD and LHDA.
SIFT algorithm based on E
6.1

Encryption for Image

Let Ioriginal (x, y) be the original image, I(x, y) be the joint
image I with split and scrambled sub-images I1 , I2 , · · · , IW .
Scramble can be used to change image data positions [51].
As showed in Fig.1 (b), we make use of partitioned matrix
and elementary transformation of matrix to easily preform image split and scramble. Let two-dimensional Gaus1
−(x2 +y 2 )/2σ 2
sian kernel function be G(x, y, σ) = 2πσ
.
2e
In the encrypted domain, IO pre-computes G(x, y, σ) in
plaintext domain for (x, y) and different σ , and encodes
it with the help of above encoding methods. Finally, IO
encrypts encoding result of G(x, y, σ) and uploads encrypte
ed data to server S . Gauss scale-space is E(L(x,
y, σ)) =
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7

e
E(G(x,
y, σ) ⊗ I(x, y)). On the basis of convolution
Poperae
e
e
tion, E(L(x, y, σ)) = E(G(x, y, σ) ⊗ I(x, y)) = E( I(x −
i,j
Pe
P
i, y − j)G(x, y, σ)) = E(I(x
− i, y − j)G(x, y, σ)) =
i,j

i,j

e
e
E(I(x
− i, y − j))E(G(x,
y, σ)). This is the method of generating output image. The output pixel is the weighted sum
of the input neighborhood pixels. The computing steps are
following: (1) Rotate the kernel 180◦ around center; (2)
Slide the kernel, so that its center is on the (i, j) pixel of
e
input image E(I(x,
y)); (3) Using above formula, we get
the (i, j) pixel of output image; (4) Continuously perform
above operations until all the pixels of output image are
obtained. When we filter image by convolution, parts of
the kernel are located at the outside of edges. Such case is
called edge effect. To solve such case, we can take advantage
of strategies of filling in constant and edge pixels duplication. DoG has the response image D(x, y, σ) by substraction of two images in adjacent gauss scale-space. Namely,
e
e
E(D(x,
y, σ)) = E((G(x,
y, kσ) − (G(x, y, σ)) ⊗ I(x, y)) =
e
e
E(L(x, y, kσ)) − E(L(x,
y, σ)). The detailed steps of constructing D(x, y, σ) are as follows: (1) Gaussian kernel of
e
different scale factors is convolved with image E(I(x,
y)) to
obtain different scale space of image. This group of images is
the first layer in pyramid image; (2) Down-sampling with a
twice pixel distance for a twice scale image in the first layer
of image to obtain the first image of the second layer in pyramid image. Then, Gaussian kernel with different scale-factor
is used to perform convolution with such image. Finally,
server S gets a set of images of the second layer in pyramid
image; (3) Down-sampling with a twice pixel distance from
a twice scale image in the second layer of pyramid image to
obtain the first image of the third layer in pyramid image.
Then, Gaussian kernel with different scale-factor is used to
perform convolution with such image. Finally, server S gets
a set of images of the third layer in pyramid image. A set of
images in each layer of pyramid image are obtained by the
same method; (4) Gaussian difference image is obtained by
subtraction of adjacent Gaussian image on each layer.

third layer as current layer to perform similar search, until
all extreme points are found.
In the encrypted domain, server can compare D(x, y, σ)
Pe
e
with D(x, y + 1, σ) by LHCA. E(D(x,
y, σ)) =
E(I(x −
i,j
Pe
e
e
i, y − j))E(G(x,
y, σ)), E(D(x,
y + 1, σ)) =
E(I(x −
i,j

e
i, y + 1 − j))E(G(x,
y, σ)). According to LHCA for encrypted data, server S gets D(x, y + 1, σ) > D(x, y, σ) or
D(x, y + 1, σ) < D(x, y, σ). Therefore, server can perform
extreme points detection in the encrypted domain.
6.3

e ∂ D(x, y, σ)) ≈ E(
e D(x + h, y, σ) − D(x, y, σ) )
E(
∂x
h
e
e
E(D(x
+ h, y, σ) − E(D(x,
y, σ))
,
=
e
E(h)
2
e
e
e ∂ D(x, y, σ)) ≈ E(D(x + 2h, y, σ)) − E(D(x, y, σ)) ,
E(
2
e 2)
∂x
E(h
2
e
e
e ∂ D(x, y, σ)) ≈ E(D(x + h, y + h, σ)) + E(D(x, y, σ))
E(
2
e
∂x∂y
E(h )
e
e
+ h, y, σ)
E(D(x, y + h, σ)) E(D(x
−
.
−
2
e
e
E(h )
E(h2 )

From
 ∂D 


6.2 Extremum Detection in Scale Space
e
E(D(x,
y, σ)) is scale space of image in the encrypted domain. Extremum detection can be performed by server with
LHCA on encrypted data.
Extreme points detection of (DoG) scale space can be
performed by comparing each sampling point with its adjacent points. Then, sever can judge whether sampling point
is larger or smaller than its adjacent points in its image space
and scale space. For any one of the detected points, it should
be compared with eight adjacent points of same scale. There
are total twenty-six (8+3×3×2 = 26) points corresponding
to the upper and lower adjacent scales. This method insures
that extreme points are detected in both scale space and twodimensional image space. The searching process of extreme
points starts from the second layer of each group. The
second layer is taken as current layer. Taking one cube for
each point of the second layer in DoG image. Upper and
lower layers are the first layer and the third layer. Then,
server performs extreme points search by LHCA. When
search on the second layer is completed, server uses the

Location of the Key Point

Usually, we can obtain extremum in continuous space by
interpolation with our LHDA and LHD.
In order to improve stability of the key points, we make
use of Taylor function of DoG in scale space:
e
e
e ∂DT ) + E(
e 1 X T )E(
e ∂ 2 D2 )E(X)
e
E(D(X))
= E(D)
+ E(
,
∂X
2
∂X
T
e
where X = (x, y, σ) . The offset of extreme point is E(X̂) =
e ∂ 2 D−1
e ∂D
E(−
∂X 2 )E( ∂X ). For encrypted image, we get

∂x
∂D
∂y
∂D
∂σ


T

 = ∂D , 

∂X

∂ 2 D −1
∂x2
∂ 2 D −1
∂y∂x
∂ 2 D −1
∂σ∂x

∂ 2 D −1
∂x∂y
∂ 2 D −1
∂y 2
∂ 2 D −1
∂σ∂y

∂ 2 D −1
∂x∂σ
∂ 2 D −1
∂y∂σ
∂ 2 D −1
∂σ 2


 ∂ 2 D−1
,
=
∂X 2

e X̂) =
we can obtain the offset of extreme point E(
∂D
e ∂ 2 D−1
e
E(−
)
E(
)
.
The
final
location
of
extreme
point is
∂X 2
∂X
e
E(X + X̂).
To eliminate unstable points on the edge of image, which
has lower response to DoG, we can utilize Hessian matrix.
Response peak value of a flat DoG has a large principle curvature across the edge, but has a small principle curvature
on the vertical edge. The principal curvature can be found
by 2 × 2 Hessian matrix H:


Dxx (x, y) Dxy (x, y)
H(x, y) =
.
Dxy (x, y) Dyy (x, y)
Let α = λmax be the maximum eigenvalue and β = λmin
be the minimal eigenvalue. We can get: T r(H) = Dxx +
Dyy = α + β , Det(H) = Dxx Dyy − (Dxy )2 = α · β ,
where T r(H) represents trace of matrix H, and Det(H)
represents determinant of matrix H. Let γ = α
β denote ratio
of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue. We have
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T r(H)2
Det(H)

(α+β)2
α·β

8

(γ+1)2
,
γ

=
=
where γ can be a pre-set value.
According to LHDA, LHD and LHCA, server can compute
e
e xx (x, y)), E(D
e xy (x, y)), E(D
e yy (x, y)),
E(H(x,
y)) by E(D
T r(H)2
r(H)2
e
E( Det(H) ). At the same time, server can compare TDet(H)
with γ . Hence, server can eliminate unstable key points on
the edge.
6.4

Determination of Feature Point Direction

In the encrypted domain, we utilize LHD and LHCA to
Dif f
compute feature point direction. Let arctan{ Dif fxy } be ee and LHD, server can compute
qual to ℘. According to E
e
. E(Dif
Dif fy
fy )
e
e
E( Dif fx ) = E(Dif
= E(tan℘)
. We divide the rang of
e
fx )
0◦ ∼ 360◦ into 36 parts, where value of each part is 10◦ . We
select ℘i to be 10◦ , 20◦ , 30◦ , · · · , 350◦ and 360◦ as the threshe Dif fy ) with
olds. Based on LHCA, server can compare E(
Dif fx
e i ) to obtain feature point direction, where E(℘
e i ) can be
E(℘
pre-computed by image owner
p IO. Gradient argument can
be computed by ](x, y) = (Dif fx )2 + (Dif fy )2 for SIFT
algorithm. In encrypted domain, server can compute it by
e
e
e
E(](x,
y)) = kE(Dif
fx )k + kE(Dif
fy )k.
After finished gradient computation of Gaussian image
in the neighbourhood of feature point, gradient direction
and argument of pixels in the neighbourhood of feature
point can be computed by histogram. The horizontal axis of
gradient direction histogram is gradient direction angel, and
the vertical axis is gradient magnitude accumulation value
corresponding to gradient direction angel (with Gaussian
weight). Gradient direction histogram is in the range of
0◦ ∼ 360◦ , which is divided into 36 columns. Value of each
column is 10◦ . For histogram in the range of 0◦ ∼ 10◦ , result

e
e x,y ), where E(ω
e x,y ) = E(e
e
is Σ0◦ ∼10◦ E(](x,
y)E(ω

−(x2 +y 2 )
2(1.5σ)2

−(x2 +y 2 )
2(1.5σ)2

).

in
In the encrypted domain, IO pre-computes e
plaintext domain for (x, y) and different σ . Then, IO encodes it with the help of above encoding methods. Final−(x2 +y 2 )

ly, IO encrypts encoded e 2(1.5σ)2 and uploads encrypted
data to server. Server can get 8 histograms. Finally, server
applies LHCA to compare any two histogram of different
angle range, and obtains the peak value of histogram. Peak
value of histogram represents the main direction of image
gradient in the neighbourhood of feature point. That is the
main direction of feature point.
6.5

Key Point Description

Descriptor of feature point makes use of gradient information of eight directions. Gradient information is computed
over the 4 × 4 window in scale space of feature point.
Descriptor is represented as 4 × 4 × 8 (= 128) dimensional
vector. The steps are as follows:
(1) Rotate axis to the direction of feature point to insure
rotation invariance. The gradient location and direction of
3σ5 × 3σ5 × 2 image in the neighbourhood of feature point
are rotated with a direction angel θ. Namely, the x-axis of the
original encrypted image are rotated to the main direction
of feature point.
(2) Determine the image area used to compute descriptor.
Feature descriptor is related to scale of feature point. Therefore, gradient should be computed on Gaussian image corresponding to feature point. The neighbourhood of feature

point is divided into 4 × 4 sub-regions. Each sub-region acts
as seed point, which has eight direction. Each sub-region
has three sub-pixels, and is assigned a rectangular region
with a length of three for sampling.
(3) Compute histogram of gradient in sampling area. The
rotated region is divided into 4 × 4 sub-regions. Each region
interval contains 3σ pixels. Then, gradient histogram of
eight direction is computed in sub-region. By computing
the cumulative value in gradient direction, a seed point is
formed. At the same time, histogram of gradient direction
in each sub-region is divided into eight direction interval
from 0◦ to 360◦ . Each interval is 45◦ . That is, each seed
point has gradient intensity information of eight direction
interval. There are 4 × 4 sub-regions. Therefore, there are
4 × 4 × 8 (=128) data, which forms 128 dimensional feature
vector.
6.6

Encrypted Image Matching by SIFT Algorithm

We use Euclidean distance of feature vectors as similarity
measure to perform feature points matching for two images.
Server takes one of feature points in the first image, and
find the first two feature points in the second image. Which
one of the first two feature points in the second image is
closer to the selected feature point in the first image can
be performed by Euclidean distance. Euclidean distance of
encrypted image can be computed by additively homomorphic evaluation. Comparison of Euclidean distance in the
encrypted domain can be performed by LHCA. For the first
two feature points in the second image, if Euclidean distance
of the first selected feature point with the selected feature
point in the first image is less than Euclidean distance of the
second selected feature point with the selected feature point
in the first image, server computes quotient of these two
Euclidean distances. If quotient is less than some proportional threshold (Ratio), pair of matching points is accepted.
Such quotient in encrypted domain can be computed via
LHD. Comparison of proportional threshold and quotient
in the encrypted domain can be computed via LHCA. The
recommended Ratio is as follows: (1) Ratio is 0.4 for
matching required high matching accuracy; (2) Ratio is 0.6
for matching required more matching points; (2) For the
general case, Ratio is 0.5.

7 E FFICIENCY AND S ECURITY A NALYSIS FOR O UR
S YSTEM
e.
In this section, we firstly provide efficiency analysis of E
Secondly, we provide efficiency analysis for LHD, LHCA
e , LHCA, LHD
and LHDA. Finally, we analyze security of E
and LHDA based on the RLWE assumption.
7.1 Efficiency Analysis of SIMD LHE Based on Encodings and NTRU
Based on encoding methods and SIMD technology, we can
packet many plaintext into a ciphertext by plaintext slot. The
plaintext plots can be constructed via algebraic structure.
Φd (X) is the cyclotomic polynomial, where d = 2k and
n = 2k − 1. The plaintext space is defined as R2p = R/2p R
(1 < 2p < q ). The ciphertext space is defined as Rq =
R/q R, modulo q is an integer. Φd (X) can be decomposed
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into as Φd (X) = Π=
i Fi (x), where Fi (x) is irreducible.
ψ(d)
= = ζ is the number of slot, where ζ is degree of
polynomial Fi (x). Z2p [X]/(Φd (X)) ∼
= R2p [x]/(F1 (x)) ⊗
· · · ⊗ R2p [x]/(F= (x)) ∼
= F2p d ⊗ · · · ⊗ F2p d . = independent
plaintexts (M0 , · · · , M=−1 ) are batched into the unique element R2p = Z2p [X]/(Φd (X)). SIMD operation makes use
of =-Add and =-Mult via following operation: Let I is the
index set of plaintexts (I0 , I1 , · · · , I=−1 ), such that Ii = 1 if
i ∈ I . cI results in the new ciphertext, in which the plaintext
element in the slots corresponding to I is contained. If server
has two ciphertext c1 and c2 , server can pack c1 and c2
into the c = c1 I¯i + c2 Iej , where I¯ and Ie are two index sets.
In the same plaintext slots, we can perform additively and
multiplicatively SIMD homomorphic evaluation. A function
f with = different inputs can be computed by homomorphic
evaluation with one SIMD operation. We provide comparie with other schemes in Fig. 2.
son of E

(a)

(b)

9

7.2

LHD algorithm on encrypted data mainly includes powering and addition operations. Powering operation contains
e
FFT algorithm, E.Interpru
, encrypted polynomial multiplication algorithm and encrypted polynomial division algorithm. FFT Algorithm requires < log < times of homomorphic addition/subtraction and <
2 log < times of homomore
phic multiplication. E.Interpru
has the same result. Encrypted polynomial multiplication algorithm invokes FFT
e
algorithm and E.Interpru
at a time. Encrypted polynomial
multiplication algorithm is invoked two times by encrypted
polynomial division algorithm. Step 5 and 7 of encrypted
polynomial division algorithm require m
e and (< − m)
e
times of homomorphic addition/substraction. Hence, we
can easily obtain following result.
Theorem 1 (Correctness of LHD). Let q, t = 2p (1 < t < q),
∆ = bq/2c, δ = sup{kg · hk∞ /(kgk∞ khk∞ ) : g, h ∈ R},
Bkey is B -bounded key sampling distribution,η2 (q) means the
e j ).
reduction of q into [0, 2). v1 is the inherent noise of E(5
e
v2 is the inherent noise of E(y). v3 is the inherent noise
e j+1 ). V(> 0) is the inherent noise bound, namely
of E(10
kvi k∞ ≤ V < ∆/2(i ∈ 1, 2, 3). kVu k < V + 21 (δ2(3 +
2δBkey )(2V) + δ V + 2δη2 (q)(5 + 2δ + Bkey ) + (2δBkey )2 +
4δ 2 `2,q Berror Bkey ). The scheme LHD can correctly compute
n times multiplications that are arranged in a binary tree of n
levels of multiplication, if [((4n log n + 2n log nδ(3 + 2δBkey ) +
δ + n))n kVu k∞ + n((4n log n + 2n log nδ(3 + 2δBkey ) +
δ + n))n−1 (n + 1)η2 (q) + n log nδη2 (q)[((5 + 2δ + Bkey ) +
(δ2Bkey )2 ) + 1) + δ 2 `2,q 2Berror Bkey ]] < 4/2.
7.3

(c)

(d)

In Fig. 2, X(n) represents module of Paillier [42] and
degree of xn + 1, and X(bit) represents the plaintext size.
Y(ms) represents the computing times, and Y(KB) represents
ciphertext size. Paillier encryption of Hsu et al. [14] has
a ciphertext expansion of two. Namely, a plaintext of |N |
bits is expanded to a ciphertext of |N 2 | bits. SHE based
on RLWE used in Hu et al. [25] has two ring elements in
e has one ring element in ciphertext. We comciphertext. E
e with SHE from RLWE with same
pare ciphertext size of E
e has smaller ciphertext,
parameter. According to Fig. 2, E
faster key generation, faster encryption (decryption) and
faster homomorphic evaluation than SHE based on RLWE
used in Hu et al. [25].

Efficiency Analysis of LHDA

LHDA includes additively homomorphic evaluation and
LHD.
∂
D(x, y, σ)
Homomorphic first-order partial derivative ∂x
needs one time of additively homomorphic evaluation and
one time of LHD on encrypted data. Second-order partial
∂2
D(x, y, σ) needs three times of additively
derivative ∂x∂y
homomorphic evaluation and three times of LHD on encrypted data.
7.4

(e)
(f)
Fig. 2. Comparison of time on key generation, encryption, ciphertext
size, decryption and additively and multiplicatively homomorphic evaluation about Paillier, SHE from RLWE and our scheme.

Efficiency Analysis of LHD

Efficiency Analysis of LHCA

According to HCA on encrypted data, IO encrypts data
e has smaller size of
and uploads encrypted data to server. E
ciphertext and faster homomorphic evaluation on encrypted
e 1 ) = [bq/tc[M1 ]t +e1 +hs1 ]q (∈
data. IO computes c1 = E(M
e 2 ) = [bq/tc[M2 ]t + e2 + hs2 ]q (∈ Rq ) and c3
Rq ), c2 = E(M
e 1 ) = [bq/tc[M1 ]t + e2 + hs2 ]q (∈ Rq ) or e
e 2)
= E(M
c3 = E(M
= [bq/tc[M2 ]t + e1 + hs1 ]q (∈ Rq ), where t is 2p . Such three
ciphertexts is still small with fast computing speed. With just
one time additively homomorphic evaluation, server can
judge M2 > M1 or M2 < M1 by c2 − c3 > 0 or e
c3 − c1 > 0,
or e
c3 − c1 < 0.
7.5

Security of LHE, LHD, LHDA and LHCA

The key dependent message security is IND-CPA security.
e , LHD and LHDA is based on IND-CPA
The security of E
[45] and RLWE assumption [43].
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e is INDRLW Ed,q,χerror is hard problem. Therefore, E
CPA security. Our new LHD and LHDA are IND-CPA security under RLWE assumption. For the subfield attack on the
scheme of YASH [36], the subfield attack is subexponential
in the security parameter λ for YASH [33], if a) L (depth
of a circuit evaluated) is sufficiently big to enable Fully
homomorphic encryption, and b) n is chosen to be minimal
such that a lattice attack on the full field does not succeed.
The condition a) requires the scheme of LHE can execute
the bootstrapping procedure, which has to make an additional assumption. But our LHE scheme does not support
such additional assumption based on selected parameters.
Therefore, our LHE scheme are immune to such attack.
For the security of LHCA, we mainly consider attacks
on the known plaintext attack (KPA) and the ciphertext only
attack (COA). Server S is honest-but-curious. S may be able
to derive the parameters s1 and s2 or e1 and e2 , and obtain
M1 and M2 .
Definition 1 (α − BDD Problem [16] ). Let a lattice ς and a
vector ϑ (within distance α · λ1 (ς)), α − BDD problem is to find
a lattice point % ∈ ς within distance α · λ1 (ς) from the target.
Theorem 2 (Security of LHCA). The algorithm LHCA is COA
and KPA security.
Proof. For FHCA, we can prove it is COA and KPA
security. Server has three ciphertexts c1 , c2 and c3 or e
c3 .
c2 − c3 = [bq/tc[M2 ]t + e2 + hs2 ]q − [bq/tc[M1 ]t + e2 +
hs2 ]q = [bq/tc[M2 − M1 ]t ]q . But, according to the α − BDD
problem of [16], server can not obtain M1 and M2 . Similarly, server can not obtain M1 and M2 from e
c3 − c1 .
c1 −c3 = [bq/tc[M1 ]t +e1 +hs1 ]q −[bq/tc[M1 ]t +e2 +hs2 ]q =
e1 − e2 + h(s1 − s2 ). According to the RLWE assumption,
server can not obtain s1 and s2 or e1 and e2 .
7.6 Efficiency and Security Analysis of SIFT Algorithm
in the Encrypted Domain
In this section, we provide an analysis for efficiency and
security of SIFT algorithm in the encrypted domain.
7.6.1

Extremum Detection In Scale Space

About extremum detection in the scale space, server
compares each sampling point with its adjacent points.
According to LHCA, server can independently perform comparison computation on encrypted data. Such result can be obtained by the following computing formuPe
e
e
la: E(D(x,
y, σ)) =
E(I(x − i, y − j))E(G(x,
y, σ)),
i,j
P
e
e
e
E(D(x,
y + 1, σ)) = E(I(x
− i, y + 1 − j))E(G(x,
y, σ)).
i,j

e
e
Server compares E(D(x,
y + 1, σ)) and E(D(x,
y, σ)) by
LHCA. Finally, server gets D(x, y + 1, σ) < D(x, y, σ) or
D(x, y + 1, σ) > D(x, y, σ).
7.6.2

Locating Key Point

Above obtained extreme points are extreme points in discrete space. Usually, server can obtain extremum in the
continuous space by interpolation with our LHDA and
LHD.
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Server can take advantage of LHDA to obtain the offset
e X̂) = E(−
e ∂ 2 D−1
e ∂D
of extreme point by E(
∂X 2 )E( ∂X ). The final
e
location of extreme point is E(X + X̂).
Based on LHDA, server can eliminate the points at the
e ∂ 2 D(x, y,
e ∂ 22 D(x, y, σ)) and E(
edge of image. From E(
∂x
∂x∂y
e r(H)) = E(D
e xx ) + E(D
e yy ) =
σ)), server can compute: E(T
2
e
e
e
e
α + β , E(Det(H)) = E(Dxx )E(Dyy ) − E((Dyy )) = α · β ,
e r(H)) represents trace of matrix H, E(Det(H))
e
where E(T
represents determinant of H. Let γ = α
represents
ratio
β
of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue, server
2
2
e r(H)2 )
E(T
has e
= (α+β)
= (γ+1)
. Then, making use of
α·β
γ
E(Det(H))

LHCA, server can get
threshold.

T r(H)2
Det(H)

< γ1 , where γ1 is the pre-set

7.6.3 Determining Feature Point Direction
Server can compute gradient argument and gradient direction by LHD and LHCA. 360◦ is divided into 36 parts, ℘i
is the corresponding angle. The ciphertext of ℘i , which is
threshold for angle, can be pre-computed. Server compares
e
E(Dif
fy )
e
E(tan(℘
by LHD and LHCA. Therefore,
i )) with
e
E(Dif
fx )

gradient direction can be confirmed.
e
Gradient argument can be computed by E(](x,
y)) =
e
e
kE(Dif
fx )k + kE(Dif
fy )k. Server can obtain histogram by
e
e x,y ), Σ10◦ ∼20◦ E(](x,
e
e x,y ), · · · ,
Σ0◦ ∼10◦ E(](x,
y))E(ω
y))E(ω
e
e x,y ). Finally, server obtains the
and Σ350◦ ∼360◦ E(](x,
y))E(ω
main direction of feature point.
7.6.4 Feature Point Description
Server has obtained location, scale and direction of feature
point in the encrypted domain. Descriptor of feature point
is a set of vector. It not only includes feature points’ information, but also contains pixels’ information around feature
points. These pixels also contributes to feature point.
In order to guarantee rotation invariance of feature vector, server rotates the coordinate axis (main direction of
feature point) in the neighborhood of feature point. That is,
rotate coordinate axis into main direction of feature point.
After rotation, new coordinate of pixels in the neighbourhood can be computed in the following method. Accorde
e
E(L(x,y−1))
e
, server can get
ing to E(tanθ)
= E(L(x,y+1))−
e
e
E(L(x+1,y))−
E(L(x−1,y))
2
2
2
2
e
e
e
e
E(sec
θ) = E(1+tan
θ) and E(csc
θ) = E(1+cot
θ). That
e
e
is, server can get E(cosθ)
and E(sinθ)
. Hence, server get the
new rotated coordinates of pixels within neighborhood by
 



e 0)
e
e
e
E(x)
E(x
E(cosθ)
E(−sinθ)
.
=
e
e 0)
e
e
E(sinθ)
E(cosθ)
E(y)
E(y
By LHD, server obtains rotated encrypted image.
After performing rotation on the location and image
gradient direction in the neighborhood of feature point,
server takes a 3σ4 × 3σ4 image region in the rotated image.
Such image region is equally divided into 4 × 4 sub-regions.
After division, each interval of sub-regions has 3σ pixels.
Then, gradient direction histogram can be computed in
each sub-region. But, different from above computing on
feature point gradient direction, gradient histogram of each
sub-region is divided into eight directions in the range
of 0◦ ∼ 360◦ . Each range is 45◦ . The cumulative value
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of each gradient direction can be computed as follows:
e
e x,y ), Σ45◦ ∼90◦ E(](x,
e
e x,y ), · · · ,
Σ0◦ ∼45◦ E(](x,
y))E(ω
y))E(ω
e
e
and Σ270◦ ∼360◦ E(](x, y))E(ωx,y ). Therefore, server gets
gradient intensity information of eight direction for each
seed. There are 4 × 4 sub-regions. Server obtains 128 dimensional feature vector in the encrypted domain.
7.6.5 Security Analysis of SIFT Algorithm in the Encrypted
Domain
We mainly consider KPA and COA attacks. Server S is
honest-but-curious. For our new secure SIFT algorithm in
the encrypted domain, server can not get encryption parameters e, s and image content (including pixel value, key
point location and extracted feature).
Theorem 3 (Security of privacy-preserving SIFT Algorithm).
Security of our new privacy-preserving SIFT algorithm is COA
and KPA security.
Proof. We can prove our new scheme of SIFT in the
e is based
encrypted domain is COA and KPA security. E
on RLW Ed,q,χerror assumption, which is hard problem.
e is IND-CPA security. During the process of extremum
E
detection in the scale space, server only knows the relationship between D(x, y + 1, σ) and D(x, y, σ) by LHCA.
Based on theorem [2], such comparison algorithm in the
encrypted domain is KPA and COA security. For key point
location, server makes use of LHD and LHDA, which are
IND-CPA security. Because IND-CPA security has stronger
security than COA and KPA security, server can not get encryption parameters e, s and (x, y, Ioriginal (x, y)). During
the processing of eliminating points at the edge of image
and determining feature point direction and feature point
description, server can not obtain encryption parameters
e, s and (x, y, Ioriginal (x, y)). Therefore, server can not get
encryption parameters e, s and (x, y, Ioriginal (x, y)).
For the security of content on image, we show that
S can not get the content on encrypted image. Our SIFT
algorithm in encrypted domain may reveal the local characteristics of blocks (sub-images) in the encrypted domain.
For example, there is an image of size ℵ × ℵ with each
pixel of 8-bit length. According to encryption algorithm,
image I is split ∅ × ∅ blocks and scrambled, S do not
know the exact location of blocks. Namely, for ∅ × ∅ blocks,
which are scrambled, there are (∅2 )! different possibilities
to recover the original blocks (sub-images). When ∅ = 10,
server S recovers the the original blocks with probability
1
P = (1012 )! = 9.332621544394415×10
157 . Therefore, this is an
exponential computational complexity problem for recovering the original image I . Such problem is impractical for
S to perform an exhaustive search. S is unable to get the
content of original image I by what it has obtained.
Because LHCA in the whole privacy-preserving SIFT
algorithm is COA and KPA security, our new privacypreserving SIFT algorithm is COA and KPA security.

8

E XPERIMENT E VALUATION

In this section, we perform various experiments to evaluate
feature detection, edge effect elimination and image matching of our secure SIFT algorithm in the encrypted domain.
We perform experiments on a desktop computer with an
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Intel core(TM)i7-4710MQ running at 2.9 GHZ and 8G of
memory.
8.1 Experiment Evaluation of Feature Detection and
Image Matching
Our experiments evaluate and compare feature detection,
edge effect elimination and image matching on original SIFT
algorithm [12], the schemes of Hsu et al. [14], Hu et al. [25]
and our new scheme. We conduct experiments on real image
dataset: Caltech-256 Object Category [49], which contains a
challenging set of 256 object categories with a total of 30607
images. The original images are Fig. 3(a)(b), which are 376×
300 resolution. Fig. 3(c)(d) are the grey images of original
images.
8.1.1 Interpolation of Unstable Key Point and Eliminating
Edge Effect of SIFT Algorithm
Fig. 4(a)(b), Fig. 5(a)(b) and Fig. 6(a)(b) are the results of
key point detection on the schemes of Hsu et al. [14], Hu et
al. [25] and our scheme, where operations on interpolation
of unstable key points and eliminating edge effect are not
performed.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Two original images of 376 X 300 resolution, (c) and
(d) Grey images of two original images.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 4. (a) and (b) Results of the scheme of Hsu et al. [14] after recovery
in plaintext domain. (c) and (d) Results of original SIFT Algorithm [12].

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 5. Results of the scheme of Hu et al. [25] after recovery in plaintext
domain.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Fig. 6. Results of our new secure SIFT algorithm after recovery in
plaintext domain.

For the scheme of Hsu et al. [14], it can not perform
operations on interpolation of unstable key points and eliminating edge effect in the encrypted domain. Fig. 4(a)(b) are
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its results of feature point detection. The scheme of Hsu et
al. [14] has the largest number of feature points.
For the scheme of Hu et al. [25], it can not perform
division and derivative computing in the encrypted domain.
Fig. 5(c)(d) show the result of eliminating unstable key
points based on their key points localization protocol. The
result of feature point detection is very close to the original
SIFT algorithm [12].
Because our new scheme supports division and derivative operation in the encrypted domain, hence, we can get
Fig. 6(c)(d) for the interpolation of unstable key points and
Fig. 6(e)(f) for eliminating edge effect.
From these results, we can conclude that the result of
our new scheme is the closest to Fig. 4(c)(d) of original SIFT
algorithm [12] in the plaintext domain. The scheme of Hu
et al. [25] is closer to original SIFT algorithm [12] in the
plaintext domain.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 7. (a) Result of image matching on the scheme of Hsu et al. [14], (b)
Result of image matching on the scheme of Hu et al. [25], (c) Result of
image matching based on our scheme, and (d) Result of image matching
based on original SIFT algorithm [12].

8.1.2 Image Matching Based on SIFT Algorithm in the Encrypted Domain
Fig. 7(a) shows that the scheme of Hsu et al. [14] has seven
matching feature points. Fig. 7(b) shows that the scheme
of Hu et al. [25] has nine matching feature points. Such
result is closer to the original SIFT algorithm [12] in the
plaintext domain. Fig. 7(c) shows that our new scheme has
fifteen matching feature points. Such result is the closest to
matching result of the original SIFT algorithm [12], which
has sixteen matching feature points in Fig. 7(d).
Our new scheme and the scheme of Hu et al. [25] can
improve efficiency of image matching. But, our new scheme
can eliminate unstable key points and edge effect. Therefore,
our new scheme is more efficient than the scheme of Hu
et al. [25]. The scheme of Hsu et al. [14] only performs
key points extraction, but can not perform elimination of
unstable key points and edge effect. Therefore, the scheme
of Hsu et al. [14] has lowest efficiency of image matching.
8.2

Effectiveness Evaluation of Our Scheme

In this section, we will evaluate effectiveness of feature point
descriptor by metrics. Namely, we choose feature point
matching experiment to evaluate validity and robustness of
feature points detection.
Based on encrypted image matching with SIFT algorithm, if quotient is less than some proportional threshold
(Ratio), pair of matching points is accepted. We perform
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 8. Recall versus 1-precision. (a) Result of match with image rotated
30◦ and scaled by 10%. (b) Result of match with image blurred. (c)
Result of match with image on illumination. (d) The average relative error
introduced by image split.

comparative analysis of secure SIFT algorithm with the
schemes of Hsu et al. [14], Hu et al. [25] and our new
scheme using image dataset [50]. This image dataset is
provided by Visual Geometry Group of University of Oxford. Images of dataset [50] evaluates six kinds of image
transformations. We make use of general evaluation metrics recall and 1-precision defined in [25] to perform imof correct−matches
age matching evaluation: recall = number
total number of positives
of f alse−matches
and 1-precision = number
total number of matches . A correct-match is
matching, where the two feature points correspond to the
same physical location. A false-match is matching, where the
two feature points come from different physical locations.
The total number of positives is known as a priori for the given
dataset. In order to show image split with very low impact
on feature point detection, we define the average relative
error as:
0

AErrv0

ve − v
,
=
ve

where ve is number of feature point detected by original SIFT
0
algorithm [12], v is number of feature point detected by our
new scheme.
In Fig. 8, we show Recall VS. 1-precision for image matching with different Ratio. Fig. 8(a) shows the result of image
rotated 30◦ and scaled by 10%. When Ratio is very small,
our new scheme and Lowe’s scheme [12] has a higher Recall
and lower 1-precision than the schemes of Hsu et al. [14]
and Hu et al. [25]. Recall of our new scheme and Lowe’s
scheme [12] are all very close to 0.6, and 1-precision of our
new scheme and Lowe’s scheme [12] are all smaller than
0.1. When the value of Ratio is close to 1, 1-precision value
of our new scheme and Lowe’s scheme [12] is smaller than
0.5, but that of Hu et al. [25] is larger than 0.5, and that
of Hsu et al. [14] is very close to 0.7. Such result indicates
that the schemes of Hsu et al. [14] and Hu et al. [25] induce
more false matching feature points than our new scheme
and Lowe’s scheme [12].
Fig.8 (b) presents result of feature points matching with
image blurred. Namely, the same scene of image has different camera focus. Our new scheme and Lowe’s scheme [12]
have better matching result than the schemes of Hsu et al.
[14] and Hu et al. [25], because our new scheme and Lowe’s
scheme [12] can effectively eliminate unstable key points.
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Fig. 8(c) shows result of feature points matching with
image on illumination. Our new scheme and Lowe’s scheme
[12] have better matching result than the schemes of Hsu et
al. [14] and Hu et al. [25], because our new scheme and
Lowe’s scheme [12] can normalize the generated feature
vectors to find some very prominent feature points. These
feature points are not affected by illumination.
Fig. 8(d) presents the result of average relative error
introduced by image split. Operation of image split has very
low impact on image matching. Such effect can be ignored.
8.3

Efficiency Evaluation of Secure SIFT Algorithm

In this section, we compare efficiency of feature point detection and image matching on original SIFT algorithm [12]
with the schemes of Hsu et al. [14], Hu et al. [25] and our
new scheme.
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A PPENDIX A
M AIN OPERATIONS OF SIFT ALGORITHM
SIFT algorithm contains following aspects:
1. Gauss Scale Space Generation. We define scale space
of an image as a function L(x, y, σ). The convolution of
a variable-scale Gaussian (G(x, y, σ)) with an input image (I(x, y)) produces scale space of an image. Namely,
L(x, y, σ) = G(x, y, σ) ⊗ I(x, y), where symbol ⊗ is the
convolution operation. Two-dimensional Gaussian kernel
1
−(x2 +y 2 )/2σ 2
function is G(x, y, σ) = 2πσ
. SIFT algorithm
2e
recommends that DoG can be achieved by substraction of
images on two adjacent Gaussian scale space. Then, the
response value image (D(x, y, σ)) of DoG is used to detect
the feature points. Namely, D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ) −
(G(x, y, σ)) ⊗ I(x, y) = L(x, y, kσ) − L(x, y, σ), where k
is a constant multiple on adjacent scale space.
2. Key Point Detection, Location and Optimization. Extremum detection is performed in DoG space. Such detection makes use of previous point as center and 3pixel ∗
3pixel ∗ 3pixel as a neighborhood to determine whether
current point is the local maximum or the local minimum.
The above extreme point detection is in the discrete space,
therefore, extreme point is not true extreme point. Usually,
we make use of interpolation to get close to true extreme
point. For a two-dimensional function, Taylor expansion is
2
∂f
∂2f
1 ∂ f 2
f (x, y)(≈ f (0, 0) + ( ∂f
∂x x + ∂y y) + 2 ( ∂x∂x x + ∂x∂y xy +
∂2f 2
∂y∂y y )).

After locating key points, we will eliminate some
of unstable key points. This kind of eliminated points have
a very low response to DoG. DoG has a strong response to
the edge of image, therefore, points at the edge of image are
unstable feature points.
3. Determining Feature Point Direction. Determination
of feature point direction includes computing on neighbourhood gradient direction and amplitude, histogram of
gradient direction, and determining direction of feature
point. Argument and amplitude
p can be computed in the following formula: ](x, y) = (Dif fx )2 + (Dif fy )2 , θ(x) =
Dif f
arctan( Dif fxy ), where L(x + 1, y) − L(x − 1, y) = Dif fx
and L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y − 1) = Dif fy . After computing
gradient for Gaussian image on neighborhood of feature
points, histogram is used to compute gradient direction
and amplitude of pixels in neighbourhood. With histogram
of gradient direction, the maximum value of histogram is
found. Such direction is the direction of feature point.
4. Descriptor. Producing descriptor includes determining
sub-sampling area of descriptor, descriptor generation and
feature vector normalization. Descriptor of SIFT algorithm is
a representation of Gaussian image gradient in the vicinity
neighbourhood of feature point. It is usually expressed as
a vector. To ensure rotation invariance of feature vector, it
is necessary to rotate x−axis of the original image to same
direction as the main direction. The rotation formula is as
follows:


 0  
x
cosθ −sinθ
x
=
.
y0
sinθ cosθ
y
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Each sub-region contains a fixed number pixels. In each subregion, histogram of gradient direction on eight directions is
computed. The cumulative value of each gradient direction
is plotted to form a seed point. In this case, gradient histogram of each sub-region is divided into 8 directions in
the range of 0◦ ∼ 360◦ . Each seed point has 8 intensity
information of gradient for each direction. Because there
are 4 × 4 sub-regions, a total of 4 × 4 × 8(= 128) data are
obtained. Finally, these data form a 128 dimensional feature
vector. Final step is to normalize feature vectors. In order
to eliminate influence of illumination change, we need to
normalize generated feature vectors.

A PPENDIX B
L EVEL H OMOMORPHIC E NCRYPTION BASED ON NTRU
Let R denote a polynomial ring. Let d be a positive integer,
and Φd (Y ) (∈ Z[Y ]) be the cyclotomic polynomial. We
define R = Z[Y ]/(Φd (Y )), which is the set of polynomials
with integer coefficients of degree less than n = ϕ(d), where
ϕ is Euler’s totient function. For ∀a ∈ R (a polynomial),
ı−1
P
a=
ai Y i , ai ∈ Z . Maximum norm of a is defined as
i=0

kak∞ = maxi {|ai |}. Let δ be the maximal norm expansion.
δ = sup{kg · hk∞ /(kgk∞ khk∞ ) : g, h ∈ R}. Let d = 2k ,
n = 2k − 1 and χ = DZ n ,σ . χ denotes a probability
distribution on R. DZ n ,σ denotes the discrete Gaussian
distribution. Let Rq = R/q R denote ciphertext space and
Rt = R/t R (1 < t < q ) denote the message space. Module
q is an integer. If there exists a polynomial f −1 ∈ R such
ı−1
P
that f f −1 = fe, where fe =
bi Y i with b0 = 1 mod q
i=0

and bj = 0 mod q for j 6= 0, polynomial f ∈ R is invertible
modulo q .
The Scheme of LHEBN:
LHEBN-param-Gen(λ): Given the security parameter (λ).
Output (χkey , χerror , q, t, d, $). $(> 1) is an arbitrary
integer.
LHEBN-Key-Gen(q, t, d, χkey , χerror ), $): Taking s and e
`3

$,q
from distribution χerror
. Compute
3
−1
evk = γ = [f P$,q (D$,q (f ) ⊗ D$,q (f )) + e + hs]q ∈ R`$,q .
Output (pk, sk, evk) = (h, f, γ).
LHEBN-Enc(h, M ): Taking s and e from distribution χerror .
Output ciphertext c = [bq/tc[M ]t + e + hs]q ∈ R.
LHEBN-Dec(f, c): Given sk = f , decrypt a ciphertext c to
obtain plaintext M = [b qt [f c]q c]t .
LHEBN-KeySwitch(e
cLHEBNM ult , evk): Compute
[< D$,q (e
cLHEBNM ult ), evk >]q .

FHEBN-Add(c1 , c2 ): cLHEBN −Add = [c1 + c2 ]q .
FHEBN-Mult(c1 , c2 ): Compute
t
e
cLHEBN −M ult = [b Pω,q (c1 ) ⊗ Pω,q (c2 )c]q ,
q
F HEBNKeySwitch (e
cLHEBNM ult , evk) = cLHEBN −M ult .

After rotating direction of gradient on neighborhood
image near feature point, the fixed size area is taken from
rotated image, and divided equally into some sub-regions.
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